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CREEP CHARAOTRISTICS OF A LIGHT-WEIGHT

AGGREGATE C ONCRETE
CHiUTER I

flTRODtXTION
First

vidences of Creep
Creep, or

served by I. R.

tiíi

yield, of concrete was first ob-

oolson in l9O.

Woolsan cast fine

aggregate concrete in thin metal tubes, and exerted high
conWre$3iv8 loads upòn the longitudinI axes of these
tubes until severe deforiation resulted.

lie

cu.t

the

tubes open, expecting to find the encased concrete

crumpled and broken.

To his surprise, the concrete had

remained whole, even though undergoing excessive penmanont deformation.

Wóolson necessarily oonclwled that the

concrete had flowed plastically (32, p. 4.59).

Investigators soon began to notice continued deformation of concrete components in service.

This

phenomenom was alternately termed "creep, "plastie
flow", or "time yield" to distinguish it from the
phonoxaenom of elastic dsrorrnation.

Based on his work with large reinforced ooncrete
beams, F. R. McMillan proposed that time yield consisted

of two parts:

shr1nkige strains, and plastic volunie

He was

change,

yielding wa

i1so the tlr3t to observe that rate of

approxthateiy proportionï to nign1tide of

applied stress (19, p. 251-252).
Álxnon H. Fuller and Charles C. Moore,

working with

medium strength stone concrete cylinders, corroborated
MoMillan's findin.s (12, p. 302-310).
ar1 B. Snith, experimenting with reinforced concrete beams and gravel concrete cylinders, reported that

instantaneous recovery ot deforxnation upon unloading was

practically equal to initial elastic 'eformation.
slight plastic recovery with time was noted.

Some

Smith was

the first investigator to use unloaded control specimens

in an attempt to divorce the effects of shrinkage from
the effects of plastic flow (28, p. 317-321).

Chapter II of this thesis is devoted to a further

discussion of creep; its general nature, factors affecting, and theories of its mechanism.

Cre op Atte e te Columns, Banis, Slabs

Th

effect of creep in concrete

i

to relieve

points of high stress concentration and redistribute
stress more equitably throu+h the mechanism of super-

elastic strain.

Axially loaded columns will tend to

3

"flow-out" troni beneath their loads, transferring
etress

from the concrete to the longitudinal
reinforcing steel
(6,

385).

.

Similarly, creej allows ths neutral axis of a
beani,

loaded in flexure

steel.

,

to approach the reinforcing

This movement of neutral axis provides increased

concrete cross-section to take compressive stress.

The

tensile stress carried by the reinforcing steel is increased.

Creep effect in a slab is fundamentally the same
as its effect in a beam.

Creep iÍfeets Loss of kre8tress

A concrete beaui is prestressed by Imposing a

corn-

prossive stress di3tribution on the beam, such that
it
cancels all tensile stresses that
concrete by service conditions.

accomplished by loading the

beaux,

iay be

imposed on the

In general, this is

eccentric to its

longitudinal axis, by nieans of internally placed steel
tendons.
restress may be aoconlished either by post-

tensioning or by pre-tensiorìirig.

In post-tensioning

systems, the steel tendons are tensioned after the

hardening of the concrete beam, and the tendon load is
transmitted to the concrete through the action of end

4

anchors0
In pre-tensioning, the tendons are tensioned before

the beam is cast.

Upon harden1n

ends are released0

of the beani, the tendon

The tendon load enters the concrete

through steel-concrete bond over the length of the

tendons.
Any shortening of the steel tendons after initial

tensioning will result in a loss of prestress.

Concrete

shrinkage and plastic flow both allow shortening of the
tendons.

Elastic strain in the concrete due directly to

the prestress will also allow steel shortening.

For further information on Prestress and prestress
losses, the reader is referred to excellent works by

Gustave Magnel (20) and by T. Y. Lin

(14.,

p.

52-109).

This thesis is priraaTily concerned with loss of

prestress as

a

result of creep in Lite Rock concrete.

"Lite Rock" Concrete
"Lits Rook" is the trade nanie of an expanded

shale aggregate and the concretes niade thereof; products
of the Lznpire Building Material Company of kortland,

Oregon.
The virgin shale is quarrled near Banks, Oregon.

The shale is first crushed and sorted to the desired

sizes and gradations,

and then placed in a large rotary

kiln.

The kiln is heated to 22000 F. at which tonipera-

turs the sha1

begins ta

ie1t.

Gases are evolved which

expand the now viscous 8hale, and develop within it a
cellular structure.

particle is

The outer surtace oÍ each shale

iolten, and upon cooling £orics a glaze-like

coating over the cellular interior (Fig. 1).
In 1951, Dwight D. iitchie, a graduate student in

Civil Engineering at Oregon State College, conducted an
extensive investigation into the properties of Lite Rock
conerste.

Usted

His conclusions as to its properties are

in his Master's thesis.

The more

iortant

con-

olusions are listed below1 (25, p. 74).
The tollowing conclusions are
concerning Lite Rock concrete:

dran

1.
Unit weight, dry, is freni 60 to
80 pounds per cubic foot.

The compressive strength ranges
4.
1200 to 4200 pounds per square inch,
depending upon the cement factor and the
maximui size of aggregate.
rront

Less strength is gained beyond
5.
the seven-day curing period than with
heavier concrete.

1Since the date 0f these tests, coniprassive strengths
have been realized up to nearly 7000 pounds per
square inch.

6.

}esistanee to

bond. and

shear is In

aceordncc with eoinpresive strength.
Âbaorption Is not excessive when
7.
considered on volume btsis.
8.
Twenty-eight day shrinkage is less
thun that ror ravel concrete.

The above will serve as a brief

description of Lite Rook concrete.

bt

adequate

FIgure 2 depIcts a

oross-section of a standard 6" x l2' test cylinder made

with Lite Rook (Fig. 2).

Need for InformatIon on Creep of "Lite Rock"
Kiowledge of the creep characteri$tics oÍ any concrete is to be desired; as creep phenanienoxa effects the

deformation and stress distribution of all concrete
structural members,

This Information becomes especially

important in reference to concrete

restress1ng, as

ireviously detailed in this ohapter
in the past, Lite Rock concrete has been success-

fully used In building blocks, reinforced concrete
columns, ami reinforced concrete beams,

Recently, the

Empire BuildIn& Materials Company has begun to fabricate

prestressed beams of Lite hock.

post-tensioned, but

macre

The first of these were

recently the coipany has

constructed laige tendon tensioning beds, and plans to

begin pre-tensioning4

is of this date the company Is

7

pre-tensloning

conventional concrete

beans.

In order
deqate1y allow for prestress losses,
the coipany reQuires accurate information on the extent
and ch&roter o1 creep in Lite Rook. The Bureau 01 ubl1c
U

'

Criteria for restressed Bzidges gives the
loss o jrestress that may b execte for nornai stone
concrete, but gives no like inforiiation on other eoncretGs. It states that such information of losses from
the various causes shall be arriveTt at through tests
(30, p. 1 and p. 13). It was for cooperation in the
perrornianee of such tests on Lite Rook that 1runk
Roads Manual

angler, President or the Ezipire Buiióing Materials
Company, contacted Oregon State College.
The tests ou;lined in this thesis are the first
in a series
at discerning some oi, he necessary
informatiün íor calculation prestres losses in concrete
beams o Lite Rock expanded shale aggregte.

aid

General Outline and

3

cope of Research

Pri&iioidal speciniens of plaIn Lite Rock concrete

were loaded under conditions analogous to those

experienced by beams loaded only by concentric stressing
tendons

This is accomplished by two methods differing

ichanicaïly and in Instrumentation.

The tests divide

themselves into three groupings, as follows:

I.

Six speei.aens each, of two different mixes of

Lite Rock, were loaded axially in compression by steel
yokes at either end.
tVJC)

The yokes were pulled together by

steel bars in tension.

Variation of strain in the

steel bars was nieasured by SR-4 electric strain gages

affixed to the bars.

Eleatric strain gages were also

placed on the prisms in an

attern.pt

strain directly (Fig. 3).

Initial loads in the concrete

varied froni 2O

to xaeasure concrete

to 80$ of ultimate strength.

maintained and recordings continued for
II.

sonic

Stress was

0O0 hours.

Three specimens each, of Lite Hock concrete,

and normal stone concrete, were loaded concurrently under
the loading units described above (Fig.

loading were essentially the

saine

4.).

Levels of

in all six units.

One

of the Lite Rock specinexis had electric strain gages

placed about its girth.

These gages were used in hopes

of obtaining information on

0j550t5 effect (Fig.

5).

This loading continues, with over 1500 hours to date.
III.

Three specimens, one each oL two different

mixes of Lite Rook, and one or Lite iock coarse aggregata
and river sand fine aggregate, were loadou axially in

compression by

ari

Olsen 30,OOc* testing machine.

Load

in the concrete was directly obtainable from the

machine's load dial and balance

arm.

(igs.

7 and s).

In each ease, load ta1i-o

function of time under load.

was recorded a

a

In ail, five diterent

mixas were Involved in the prorarn.

All were of very

high streugth, with ultimate stresss ranging troia
4900 to nearly 7000 pounds pe

square inch,

riihree

of

the mixes consisted aliaozt entirely ot Lite Rock

aggregate, with very siaall amounts of natural sand.
One mix utilized natural sand exclusively for fine

aggregate

and.

Lite iOCk for coarse aggregate,

The fifth

mix used no Lita Rock, but was composed of natural stone
and sand aggregates.

CHAWTER II

Varab1es Affecting Creep
Voo1son (32), Smith (28), MoMillan (18, 19), Fuller

and Moore (12) were

the pioneer investigators of

arion«.

creep (or as they termed it:

"tinie

yieldtt)

j

eorxcrete.

Even in their cursory investigations, they noted that
creap seeiued to be affected by a great many variables,
In his 1921 report or his investigations, F. R. McMillan

reportei the effect on"tirne yield" of varying water
content, concrete density, iuix proportions,

arid

storage

moisture eonditlons (]2, p. 161).

In 1925, Raymond

.

Lavis and his assistants at

the University of California, began an extensive series
of investigations of creep in concrete; investigations

which have been continued to date.

A large share of our

knowledge concerning the behavior of concrete under
constant load--the effect of reinforcing, curing conditions, and a multitude of other factors--we owe to Davis
and his work at the University of California (3, 4, 5,
6, 7,

and 8).
The list below details what is known concerning

the effects of the many variables upon character and

magnitude of concrete creep.

It is believed that this

u
listing will aid in the understanding of the discussion
of the theories of creej

which appears later in this

chapter.

after over thirty years of continuous testing, of
concrete columns, test cylinders, and beans; under
constant load and varying conditions; l'avis and others
bave reached the following conclusions:
1.

Plastic flow (creep: Davis) occurs

at a decreasing rate for at least ten years,
in concrete under constant load.
Flow is well
over 95; coiuplete in five years (5, p. 317).
2.
flow is 01' practical iniportance
only for the first two years in plain concrete;
only for the first year in dry reinforced
concrete; and only for the first few months
in wet reinforced concrete (6, p. 354).

3. At least at low stress levels,
other factors held constant, rate of creep
is a linear function of app1ied stress.
Lornian sets the upper limit at 1500 psi. for
normal stone concrete (15, p. 1084).
3hank
holds that a linear relationship is maintained
up to stress as high as 75
of ultiniate
(26, p. 493).
it stress approaching ultimate,
creep rate appears to vary as a greater than
linear function of applied stress.

The older the concrete at loading,
4.
the less the eventual total creep (6, p. 370).
lISte of creep varies with huiidity.
5.
Concrete stored in air will creep at a rate
roughly three times greater than tha of
concrete stored under water (4, p. 321).

6.
Both paste content of concrete and
water-cement ratio should be minimum for
minimum creep and shrinkage (7, p. 390).

7.

Creep vartes invere1y With modulus

eeri independently
ot elasticity but does not
affected by ult1rnte strength (4, p. 321).

Creep Is less in concretes with weil
8.
graded aggregate, The larger the aggregate,
ttie less the ereej.
(7, p. 386).
9, Large members show less ultimate
creep ana shrinkage than do small ortes (7,
p. 389).

Conere te s made with cements low in
:io ,
alkalies (soda and pottasa) and high in tricaloiuin silicate exhibit less 3hrinkage, and
probably less creep (7, p. 38).
The longer the eure, the less the
ultimate shrinkage and creep (6, p. 383).
Il.

12.
in general; an,sr ractor that will
arrect conerete shrinkage, will similarly
affect creep.

Type or aggregate used in the
13.
concrete hs its erfeet. Aggregates in order
limestone,
or inereasing deformation are:
quartz, grsnite, gravel, basalt, sandstone
(3, p,

86).

1, Creep deforriation may be several
times as great as initial elastic deformation
(3, p. 885),
hen load is released, there is an
15.
Immediate elastlo recovery, followed by a
pistie recovery at a deoreasin rate. The
elastic recovery is 50% to 9O or the initial
elastic deformation. The plastic recovery
is much les$ than the plastic deformation that
took place under load (3, p. 871-875).
The magnitude of instantaneous
16.
deformation, rate or creep, magnitude of
instantaneous recovery, and rate of plastic
recovery, become less at each new loading
(3, p. 871-875).

13
17.
Creep under tensile stress was round
to be greater at first, but less later, than
creep under coressive stress (, p. 323).
1S,
1l factors affecting creep under
oonipressive stress also affect creep under
tensile stress, in the saxae Way and apjroximately
to the same extent.

The above observations have led to five different

theories as to the natire of creep.
The ori esof

Mechanical Deorrnation

The.

reyssinet attri-

butes behavior of concrete under load to delayed elastic
deformation of its

ci11ury

structure.

This delay is

due to water pressure in the interior; pressure which is

relieved slowly by evaporation and seepage.

All such

deformation is eventually recoverable subsequent to
unloading (II, p. 49-51).
Pla8tto Theory.

It is postulated that oexuent is a

plastic solid and that creep is of the nature of crystalline flow, i.e. a result of slippage along planes within
the crystal lattice (22, p. 48).

Viscous Theory.

Viscous theory assumes creep in

concrete to be in the form of viscous flow, with rnovemnt
of cament paste particles,

one ever the other.

Flow is

resisted by the aggregate, and the aggregete becom.es more

J-4

highly stressed as the cement paste loses stress.
rate or creep is proportional to

s

ipp1ied stre3s (assumed),

rate of creep decreases as stress is transferred to

aggregate.

Thref ore, total creep depends

on viscosity

of cement pûste, elasticity of aggregate, and pisstic

creep (if any) within apregate

Sepae Theo.

(22, p. 49-50).

Creep in concrete is assumed due

to loss of edsorbed water front ceae.nt

Cement paste is at first a mixture of solutions and
a colloid.

Heat. of

hydration slowly transformrms the

colloid into a calcium. silicate Lel.

solution turns to

;e1,

8

s the

colloid

network of solid phase permeated

by liquid phase is formed.

The gsl at first retains an

enormous amount of water which can be lost by evaporation,
or squeezed out under pressure.

Hydration is very slow

and probably continues indefinitely.

Water is retained in the concrete
ways:

(1)

(3) free

niass

in three

chemically cocìbined; (2) colloidally adsorbed;

vater ztieohanically held in gel capillaries.
hite found that iimners1n

concrete in benzene

caused no volume change in the concrete (22, p. 51).

As

benzene cannot hydrate lime, be held as water of

crystailiation, or be adsorbed in the gel, Lynam
inferred that free water (mechanically held) has no effect

on voiwne change.

Hence, he describes both shrinkage and

creep as results of the loss of colloldally adsorbed
water; although in one case it

xaay

be drawn out by evapor-

ation, and in the other, expelled by pressure (16).
It is held that seepage creep may occur even

though the concrete does not lose weight.
iiiay

Adsorbed water

be forced into voids as free water (22, p.

Elastic After-ftect Theory.

53).

Maney contends that

creep at working stresses is really an elastic strain due

to uneven shrinking,

Ha hases his contention on experi-

mental evidence of uneven shrinkage in concrete cylinders
and on the assumption that loaded specimens creep twice as

much as unloaded speciraena.

This leads him to conclude

that all recovery niust be elastic; further, if we can

prevent shrinkage, we will prevent creep.

The well

established fact that total strain recovery is never
realized is laid to an increasing value of Young's

modulus (21, p. 1021-1029).

MoHenry also credits creep to "imperfect
elasticitytt, and claims that creep is fully recoverable.
In support of his thesis, he cites data for certain

resins and volcanic rock and holds these to be similar
in behavioi

to concrete

(17, p. 1069-1071).

Leadernian, in consent with McHenry, suggests that

16

the creep process involves the motion of long molecule
chains (as in the elasticity of rubber) (13, p. 10851087).

Discusion of Tbeory
Freyssinet has theorized that elastic deformation
is delayed by water pressure in the concrete interstices
and that the delayed deformation may slowly take place
as the water is lost through seepage and evaporation.
This necessitates a loss in weicht accompanying the creep
process. Although such is normally the case, it has been
demonstrated that creep may occur Independent of moisture
movement (21, p. 1022-1023). Furthermore, both this
theory and MoHenry's suffer from the fact that it has
been conclusively shown that full recovery is not
realized (3, p. 871-875).
Exponents of

klastic

point to the work
of Vogt whose experiments indicate that concrete displays
the same modes of deforniation under sustained load as
do the metals when stressed beyond the yield point (31).
However, plastic solids flow only after a l'mite yield
point is ieached, their plastic deformation (set) is not
Flow Theory

recoverable with tine, and their

voluxrie

is

maintained

constant. But Binghani and fleiner, in their classical
work, The Rboo1ocal iropertias of Cement and

17

Cement-Mortar Stone, show that cement-stone will yield
under any finite stress and exhibits no yield point
(2, p.

94),

Davis and others have shown that concrete

does recover a portion

oi

its plastic deformation after

rnlo8din: and that concrete does not maintain a constant

volume under sustained load

plastic flow

rxiay

(3, p. 871.-875).

Nevertheless,

be a contributing factor to creep at

high atrase levels,

Evans has reports1 plastic flow in

rocks at stresses as low as 1000 pounds per square

inch (9, p. 145-158).
s a

result of their exhaustive work, Binghan and

Reiner concluded that cement-stone wee
fluid.

a

highly viscous

Rate of creep being proportional to applied

stress (except at stresses approaching the ultimate)

indicates that cexnent-stone may be considered a Newtonian

fluid,

The apparent paradox that concrete appears to he

approaehin; an equilibrium

at a finite strain, Binghan

and ieiner explain as a transfer of stress from viscous
canent paste to elastic aggregate.

Jqui1ibriani is

reached when all particles or aggregate are touching,
acting as a stress bridge over the paste.

Time yield,

therefore, is partially an elastic effect, for as stress
ja transferred to the aggregate particles, they

experience elastic deformation (2, p. 95).
Viscous flow in1ies constant volume, but concrete

creep is normally associated with a voiwne change.
tore, viscous flow oannot be totality oÍ

Th6re-

creep,

The first proponent of the Seepage Theory was
0. Faber, who, in a paper riven before the institution of

Civil Fngineer

ifl

1927,

said, ¶Phe colloidal coneeption

of the constitution of concrete, and the imown properties
of inor;anic oolioids,

adequately accorit for all the

observed properties in connection with shrinkage, hardening, and plastie yielding of ooncrete

(10, p. 662).

After nine years of experimental research, Davis also
proposed that the xaajority of flow is due to seepage of
colloidal water from the cement gel (6, p. 355-357, and
7, p.

384).

Moisture movement has been observed in aggregates.

Movement in limestone was determined to be about 1/20
that in cement paste, and movement in sandstone about 1/3
(22, p. 52).

That less creep be observed in

concrete than in

a

limestone

a

sandstone concrete would be in agree-

nimt with Seepage Theory.

Davis found that this was

the ease (3, p. 856, and 7, p, 387).

The most serious objection to Seepage Theory

arises from the observance of tensile creep.
Seepage Theory, conditions
a

al'

In light of

high humidity would produce

pressure gradient favorable to tensile creep.

Yet,

tensile creep of concrete immersed in water has been found

19

to be only one-tenth that

concrete stored in dry

oi

air (5, p, 323-324.).
aney'$ stand that apparent tthe yield Is an ciastic errect due to non-uniform shrinkage

cha11ened by

k

ickett.

effect of non-uniform

hs

been seriously

coordtng to Mancy, the elastic
shrinkage and the elastic errect of

load, interact to yield a greeter deformation than would
be obtained by surrn1ng their individual

1024).

icicett points

efects

(21, p.

out that, 'For elastic materials

this principle (of superposition) requires that shrinkage effects and load effects be entirely independent,

which nieans that shrinkage and load could not interact to
cause additional deforjiwtion.

Therefore, the effect or

shrinkage upon creep cannot he

cplined

deformation" (23, p. 1033).
validity or th

Manay,

as elastic

in closure, denies

principle of superposition in this

Instance on the grounds that the concrete is deformed and

changes shape (21, p. 1036).

The writer is of the

opinion that the deforiatioxì Is insufrioient (approximately O.Ol) to invalidate the principle of superposition.
The writer proposes that creep at stresses not

exceeding 7O

to 8(Y» of u1tixìate is

combined effects

01

probb1y due

viscous flow and seepage of

to the

colloldally adsorbed wtsr. Creep and shrinkage, theretore, ara not distinguishable in eoncrete under load.
t very high strass intarorystalline slip in aggragat
.ay baooLae significant.
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CHAPTER III
TESTING PROCEDUR3

Specimens

-

Description

Forty-two 2" x

2

x

18e'

concrete prisni

of five

different mixes, were east as specimens by the Emire

Building Iateria1s Company of Portland, Oregon.

The

specimens were cast In plywood forms constructed by the
writer.
The first set of nine specimens was cast February
22, 1957.

ed

The mix used for these specimens was designatThe forms were stripped the following. day,

and

two thurabtacks were pressed into each of two opposite

sides of each specimen.

These thixmbtacks were placed at

ion centers to serve as gage points for a 10"
xtensoruieter.

hittemore

The nine specimens remained under open

shed cover until February 25th, when they were removed

for steam ouring.

Temperatures in the

skied

remained in

the 4.0's during the term of storage.

In the steam room, the temperature was raised to
1600

over a period of tour hours,

This temperature

was maintained for twelve hours and then dropped to
140

o

F. during the next eight hours.

.t the end oi this

time, the specimens were removed to open storage, where
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they remained until delivered to the Civil Engineering

Laboratorie3 at Oregon 3tate College on March 7th.
Two 6" x 12" standard test cylinders were cast
and cured with the prisms.

On March ist, twelve more specimens were cast of a

mix, "B'.

They were stripped on the following day, and

thunibtacks were ixnbedded as before.

Mter

four days of

open storage, the specimens were steamed in the same

manner as detailed for the

A" specimens.

Upon removal

from tnu steam rooms, they returned to open storage until
delivery, March 7th.
Two
these

6'

;t

12" teat cylinders were cast and cured with

riscis,

These first two mixes,

"A" and "B", contained both

coarse and fine Lits Rook aggregate, with $mall amounts
of river sand Line aggregate in addition.

Later, in

uno of the same year, Mr. Spangler bad

cast, cured, and delivered, six more specimens.

were of a mix, "M".
cured.

The

'IM"

These

specimens were not steam

While the coarse aggregate in mix "M" was again

Lite Rock, the fine a(gregata in its entirety was natural

river sand.
The UMt specimens were accompanied by six 2" x 2"

test prisms of ienths varying from

2'

to 4".

Six "L" and nine "S" specimens were cast by

Mr. Spanglor on Deceaber 20, and 23, 1957, respectively.
The 9L" mix is an ultra-high strength mix, using Lite

Rock a{gregate siDlilar to mixes "A
15 a natural stone concrete
"Le'.

and 9B".

The

'S' niix

of strength comparable to

mix

Both of these mixes underwent curing as outlined

for mix "A".
These latest specimens were accompanied by six
6" x 12" test cylinders, three of each mix.

All specimens in this program were cast from batch

mixes prepared for larger structural elements.

The smal

prisms were cured in conjunction with the large members.
Table No. 1 gIves a description of each of the five

mixes used in the test program.

Table No. 2 describes

the physical characteristics of the five resultant

concretes.

TABLE NO. i

Designation
Îvlix

Fine

Cement
(lbs)

-

Mix Data

Aggregate

Coarse
Aggregate

(lbs)

(lbs)

A

705

B

1150

M

380

990

Admixture all

mixes -

Water
(gals)

w/c Ratio
(by vol.)

200

1100

42

1.57

6.75

5501

2000

87

2.0

5.65

505

14

0.97

5.85

L
s

Note:

i Including

230

Cement
Factor
(sks/yd)

lbs. of

i to

5/Su

2

quarts !Plastiment?.

1/4" Lite Rock.
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TABLE NO. 2
Physical Characteristics of Pest Mixes

Mix

A

Date
Cast

2/22/57

Specific
Weight

Ultimate
Compressive
Strength

99 lbs

5210 psi

?

B

3/1/57

?

99 lbs

56 days

5520 psi
@ 50 days

Secant Modulus
of Elasticity

1
2.3 X 106
3 months
2l X 106 psi
i year

1.7 x 106 psi
2 months
1.8 X i06 psi
i year
t

M

4/26/57

L

12/20/57

s

i

12/23/57

110 lbs

148 lbs

4900 psi1
28 days

1.75 x 106 psi
lo months

6260 psi
28 days

1.8 x iO6 psi

6930 psi
28 days

2.6 x lO psi
i4 months

@

i

months

c

Ultimate strength of mix "M" was determined by
prisms, rather than the usual
crushing t" X
The figure listed is the mean
6" X 12" cylinder.
of three values ranging from 2850 psi to 5230 psi.
'

Specimens - Preparation
Upon

atones,

for Testing

their receipt at the Oii1 Engineering Labor-

the specimens were prepared for

test.

The "A"

and "B" specimens were prepared as follows:

Holes

weise

drilled in

th.imbtacks with a No.

the centers of the imbedded

drill,

holes were drilled
0.01" to aocet the gage points of
56

The

at centers of 10.00
a Whittemor strain indicator,

The specimens were capped on each end

strength sulphur

compound, "Co-Cal" (Fig.

nesS of any cap was less than 1/8".

6).

with a high
The

thick-

By virtue of the

caps' thinness and high strength, it is thought that
creep in the caps thexne1ves may be considered of no

significance.
One. series Â-7 Baldwin SR-4 electric strain gage
was affixed to each of two opposite sides o each
specimen. The strain gage was then waterproofed with
tPetro1asticn, a bituraastic compound.
The NAt? and "B" specimens were now ready for teat.
without Whittemore
points, oap, or surface strain gages. The Lt? and "S"
specimens were capped, but did not have hittemore gage
points, nor were electric strain gages affixed, with one
The "W' specimens were used

exception. Pour series A-1, Baldwin SR-4 electric strain
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gages were afrixed to one

RL??

sjeciien, so that they

girdled the prisni at its middle.

The four gages were

used to measure .i-oisson's effect on the specimen.
4
'çC.SjOfl

8 uLO

O.

OP

T

f'

4

4.

T

O5t

V,z.

Load ial-of f.
The earlier investigators of concrete creep were

primarily interested lu its effect on concrete colunns
and beams under the essentially constant loads of service.

Their ecperiments were performed on plain and reinforced
concrete specimens subjected to a constant
ed were relations of creep

lmd.

Obtaiii-

strain to time under constant

These data are of little use in deteria1nin

load.

stress 1085es,

a prestressei

s

a diminishing load as tht

cononeut

pre-

is subjected to

concrete yielas in creep.

In order for loading conditions to be analogous to

those

in

prestresed beam,

a

the

concrete stress must be

allowed to fall oft as a direct result of concrete yielding.

The first to realize thiu wore the late Howarà

3taley and Dean

eabod.y,

.

then both instructing at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

During 1945 they

conducted creep tests on plain stone concrete and gunite
prisms.

ach

1+

steel end plates.

x

4."

x 24" prism was mounted between two

The steel plates were tied together

with four or six round mild steel bars.

The bars wore
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threaded at each end and nuts and washers affixed.

Tight-

ening of the nuts eoiìapressed the concrete specimen through
the end plates and &traîned the round bars in tension.
As the concrete yielded,

the

tee1 bars were allowed to

shorten, and the load of the enó
concreta d$crea8ed..

recorded as

a

1ates bearing on the

'train £ali-ofÍ in th

functi3n of time.

perfsctly elastic at ths strs

steel was

The steel wa

considered

levels used, and the

strain fail-orr was eusily converted to stress fall-off.
The total load

ifl

the steel bars always had to equal the

total load in the concrete.

si2le matter

to convert

Realizing this, it was a

tress fall-off in the steel

bars to stress f all-of f in the concrete priaui (29, p.
229-243).

Jlthough the method of loading described above is
definitely analogous to the loading of a concrete

liiint

by concentric prestressing tendons, the analogy is

distorted.

The steel used for prestressing tendons is

of very high tensile strength,

with an ultimate ranging

from 200,000 to 250,000 pounda per square inch.

Norking

stresses of 160,000 to 180,000 psi

Ale

strsssin

ars coiaon.

bars used by Staley and keabody had an ultimate

strength of 60,000 psi. and were never stressed to more
then 34,000

p1.

(29,

p.

241).

l3oth

and the high tensile tendons have

the mild steel bars

coarative values

of

29

Young'$ niodulus.
prisnas in the

This means that yielding or the concrete

M.IP. loading

in1ts caused a much mere

rapid release of load than would yielding of the same

magnitude in a concrete prism as nornally prestressed.
Or, from another viewpoint, given the same initial load,

the average load sustained by a normally prestressed prism

would be substantially higher than that sustained by an
M.I.T. test specimen.
The answer, ot course, is to use a loading mechan-

ism tn which the end plates are tied together with bars
o:f

high tensile steel, highly stressed, or, better yet,

to instrument a prototype prestressed beam.

The

difficulties involved in following either course are not
insurmountable, but they are considerable, and the

solutions expensive,
It was thought reasonable and suí'ficient to f ollo

the lines traced by Staloy and

load

eabody.

A compressive

;ould be applied to the concrete specimens utilizing

mild steel bars in place of stressing tendons.

The

specimens would be loaded concentrically as this was
thought to be a most general condition.

Direct and

valuable comparisons might then be made between Lite

Rock and natural stone concrete under similar loading
conditions.
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Loading:

Stee). Bars and Yokes

Twelve loading units were built in the engineering
shops of Oregon State College.
4)

consists of two

2'

Each unit (see Figs.

3

and

x 1" z 6" steel end plates, or

yokes, each with two 15/16" holes drilled at 4" centers,
two 7/8" round mild steel bars, threaded at each end, and

tour nuts and four washers for the ends of the round
bars.

Arfixed to each round bar, approximately at mid-

rnint, and diametrically opposed to each other, are two

series

A1, Baldwin SR4

electric strain gages.

gages were waterproored with

Petrolastic".

These

The steel

bars are also drilled for Whittemore Extensone ter gage
points.

A No. 56 drill was used to place two sets of

two holes (diametrioaliy oppO5e) at 10.00

0.01"

1

Twelve specimens, six each of the

mixes, were placed in the loading units,

'IA"

Al).

and "B"
of the

SR-4 electric strain gages on any one unit, both on the

steel bars and on the concrete, were wired through a
switching unit to a Baldwin Strain Analyser (Fig. 9).
The smallest division on the analyser is one micro-inch

per inch (.000001 in./in.).

Two dwnny gages are used.

One is placed on unstressed concrete, the other on

unstressed steel.

These dummy gages serve to compensate
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for variation in eleetrical resistance due to teniperature

variation.
The six speotniens of nix "A" were designated À-1

through À-6, and likewise the six specimens of mix 'B",

B-1 through B-6.

ioth the SR-)

gages and the

hittemore

gage 1enths on each s,pecinien were numbered by position.

For a seheznatic

o:L'

the cage nuxabering system, see Fig. 10.

Unloaded "zero" readings were obtained for all
electric strain gages and

hitternore gage lengths.

Standard tests were performed on both concrete
specimens and steel rods to determine their respective

moduli ot elasticity.

Values Íor the five concrete mixes

may be found in Table No. 2.

For the mild steel bars

E(steel) : 29.6 X 106
On the day that the first twe1v
to be loaded, one 6" x l2

specimens were

cylinder of each mix,

"Ai'

and

"B", was loaded to failure in a 200,000 pound Olsen

Balance Beam Type Testing iachine.
t?At

and

V?ßft

The test cylinders

were then 56 and 50 days old, respectively.

Ultimate strengths of all five concretes may be found
in Table No. 2.

Three levels of initial load were applied to the

test specimens.

Two specimens of each mix wore loaded

to approximately 1/4

Vc, two

to 1/2

Vc,

and two to
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3//+

L'o, where

ro

The 1oad1n

equals ultimate compressive strength.
scheme was as roflows:

The tzeron readings of all gages and gage lengths

were checked.
sjieeiiîlen

?

eozipresoive load was applied to each

individtxally by a 60,000 pound Southwork-Exaez'y

Hydraulic Testing Machine (Fig. il).
through the end yokes (Fig. 12).

The load was applied

The nuts on the

iiilld

steel rods were taken up until the load dial on the testIng machine was seen to rail ofT 100 pounds (as will be
seen, this wts insurficient mit tithtening).

The test-

ing machine was then released, load being maintained in
the concrete by the steel rods in tension.

All gages were read immediately upon release of
the testing macchine.

Tho difference between these new-

gage readings and the "zero' readings corresponds to the

elastic sraimis due to the initial load.
units wero loaded, they were transferred

subsequent reading and storage (Fig. 13).

After all the
to a rack for

Gages were

read at increasing intervals thereafter, attempting to
keep the strain increments approximately eçual in size.

After 4OuO hours, the load in each unit was

released and all the zero readings were checked.
Three seoimens each of the "L" and "3" mixes

were loaded in
units.

a

similar manner in the yoke and bar

ll six specimens were loaded initially to
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approxiniately 0.4 t'e.

These specimens are

ti11 under

load with over 1500 houis recorded to date.
Tables No. 3-A and No. 3-B describe the
loading
of each ot the 18 specinens loaded under
the yoke and

bar unita ("L" and

"S'e

epecirnens loaded in this manner

were designated L-1, L-2, L-3, and S-1, S-2,
S-4).
The loading units wore subject to an
elastic stress

loss immediately upon release ot the
hydraulic testing

machine.

Straining the steel rods into tension, the

concrete prisas lost

sonic

portion oi the compressive

strain originally imposed upon them by the testing
machine.

This is not analogous to the elastic stress

loss that occurs in a prestressed beam when the ends
of

pre-tensioned tendons are released.

In the latter case,

there occurs no initiai overatressing of the
concrete.

However, the writer does not believe that this short
time

overstressing of the test specimens caused work hardening
or in any way affected subsequent creep.

Before placing any unit under the testing machine,
it is necessary to lcnow how much overload
would be

required to achieve a given initiai stress level in
the units.

TABLE NO, 3* - Loading Sohedule

Specimen
reload
(.

Age

LoadIng

Initial
Load

Initial Load
% Ultimate

Duration
of Load

Final
Load

% Load
Retained

A-I

72 days

2630 psi

5O5

3677 hrs

1390 pal

528

A_2*

72

4430

85GO

3678

2690

60,6

A_3*

72

4800

922

3678

2780

57,8

À-4

56

1800

34,4

4099

370

20.4

A-5

56

3100

59,5

4100

870

28.1

A..6

56

2600

50.0

4102

550

21.2

B_1*

65 daya

2450 pel

44.3

3699 hrs

B2*

65

2310

41.7

3695

990

4?

50

1440

26.1

4096

260

17.

B'-3

65

3510

63.5

3695

1920

54.7

B-'5

50

1970

35,6

4095

640

32.5

B-6*

65

4650

84.0

694

2600

55.9

,4*

1420 psi

58.1

cJ

TABLE

Specimen

Age

Loading

NO.

Initial
Load

3B - Loading Schedule

Initial Load
% Ultimate

Duration
of toad

Final
Load

% Load
Retained

L-i

42 days

2650 p5i

42.3

1482 hrs

1400 psi

528

L-2

42

2910

465

1482

1560

536

L-'3

42

2730

43,6

1482

1365

5OO

s-1

39 days

2620 psi

378

1462 hrs

1700 psi

65GO

S-2

39

2310

333

1481

1540

667

S-4

39

1900

27.4

1482

1135

597

A..71

90 days

3470 psi

66.5

1722 hrs

2300 psi

663

B-7'

66

3510

63.7

2545

76.8

M-l1

102

3320

678

i
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Loaded under the Olsen 30,000# testing machine.

For a hypothetical speoixiien that is to retain an
initial load of Fo and where:
ßc

:

strain retained by concrete prism

0

:

YOUflß Modulus for concrete

Ac

=

cross-octional area of prism

es

=

strain retained by steel bars

=

Young's

i!:.

T'iodulus

for steel

total steel cross-sectional area

a)

e1

:

strain lost by concrete on removal of
testing machina

FT

:

load applied by testing machine

For static equilibrium, the total compressive load re-

tamed

in the concrete mast equal the total tensile

load retained in the steel.

b)

F0

:

ß 0E0A0

io

:

e8EA8

--- --------

(

1

(

2

Strain lost by the concrete on removal of the testing
machine must equal strain imposed on the steal
(assuning negligible yoke deflection).

e1:
c)

rI1ie

--------------------------------- (3)

e

load app lied by the testing machine may be
'

expressed in terms of the concrete constants and
strains.

E0Ä0(e0+ e1)
Substituting

FT
Solving

:

()

in (4):

E40(e

e8)

and (2) Ior e

(1)

:

e8

-(4)

------(5)
and

e

,respective].y:

F0/E0Â

F0/EA-_

(6)

Substituting (6) and (7) in (5):
E3A0(F0/E0A0
or:

FT

:

(1 $

'P

F0/E8A5)

I0A0/E5A5) F ------------------- (8)

Using the values:
E0

1.7 x io6 psi
4.0 in.2
29.6 x io6 psi.

A8

1.20 in,2

and substituting them in (S):
FT

1.2Fo

This means that in order to retain a given initial

load in any test unit a 20% overload must be applied with
the hydraulic testing maohino.

A more refined analysis,

allowing ror yoke deflection, where the yoke is considered
to be simply supported and loaded by

yields:

short unitorra load,

FT

=

1.25 F0

In actual operation,

the "p' and

"13"

wera given an overload of approximately 3O
thread s1ippae on the steel bers.

specimens
to allow for

Stress calculations

dir1ng the days followin'. initial load, ahowed that each
unit had retained only e small traction of its Intended
load.

Investigation led to the findinp, that the washers

used wore not flat, but domes and that upon loading had

deformed.

This deformation had been sufficient to

lease 30% to 6O

re-

of the applied load.

The units that had been supposed at high stress,

still retained enough stress to use as low stress spoolmena.

Seven of the units were reloaded (see Table No.

3-A).

The original loadinr scheme was followed except

that the nuts were tightened tuitil the load dial foil
off five or six hundred pounds.

Calculation of initIil

sustained stress from the first gage readings showed
this nut tightening to be satisfactory.

Even before the occasion of reloading, it was
decided to dispense with readIngs of the

Extensometer.

The

Jbittemore

xtensonieter was ostensibly a precise

instrument, givin; strains to one part in one hundred

thousand (smallest division).

It was found, however,

that it was difficult to repeat gage readings to within
one part in ten thousand.

This resultant degree of
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precision was deenied too low and of little value.
Throughout th

test program, temperature

laboratory was maintained between 820

.

in the

and 860 F.

attempt was made to control humidity.
Loading:

Mechanical Testing Machine

It was desired to obtain information illustrating

the behavior o1 the test concrete during the short time
inunediately following application of initial load.

wards this end, one specimen of each of the mixes
"B" and

ToAlt,

has been loaded under a mechanical testing

machine.

cremnts

Load fall-off readinß:e were taken in time inat first as small as 10-15 seconds.

The machine used was a 30,000 pound Olsen Univer-

sai Testing Machine of the balance beam type

(Fig. 7).

This machine exerts a ooiupressive force by pulling a

rigid headpiece down upon the specimen.

The headpiece is

lowered by four, one-inch round steel bars.

The bars are

strained in tension as the specimen is compressed
(Fig. S).

The action of the four steel bars of the testing

machine is identical to the action or the two steel bars
of the loading units described in the previous section,

that is, they act as stressing tendons for the concrete.

Instrumentation of th

testing machine is

xio

problem.

The testing machine gives specimen load directly,

thanks to the balance beani operation.
The three specimens used in this portion of the

test$ were designated î-7, a-7, and M-l.

Each or the

speciniens was placed under an initial load or approxi-

mately 14,000 pounds (3500 psi.).

Specimen

under load for approximately ¿OO hours.

after more than 1600 hours.

13-7

remained

A-7 was unloaded

M3. rezaains under load at

this writing and has sustained load for over 7,000 hours.

Exact details of loadinF ror these specimens may be
found in Table Io.

3-13.

Temperature was maintained in the mid-eighties
for the duration or the tests.

control humidity.

No attempt was made to

L'I

RBDUCTION

O1

DATA

Reduction of Strìin Gage Data
Data as obtained yield change in strain of stressing bars as a function of time.

Utilizing th6 known value

at Young's Modulus for the bars, this is easily converted
to bar stress as a function of time,

Knowledge of the

physical diiwnsions of a unit and its statical deteriainsurricient to reduce the above to a relationship

aiicy is

between concrete stress and

tinie.

This is further re-

duced to time rallorf of stress as a percentage of the
initial stress,
Moreover,

since the steel bars are at no time

stressed beyond their proportional limit and because
(oung's Modulus at steel and the physical dimensions of

F0

= initial load in unit

$

= initial strain in steel
8

A5

= Young's Modulus for steel

total steel cross-sectional area
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fe

= lniti&i stress In concrete

concrete cross-sectional area
= instantaneous load in unit at time "t"

F

instantaneous steel strain at time "t"

et

instantaneous concrete stress at time "t"
then:
F0

Fo/A------------------------------ (2)

f0

substituting
C

also:

in (2):

(1)

A/ A------

= O E

Fe

5A5

- -- -- - -- - --

: F/ A0

(

3

)

-- -- -- - --- ( 4)

-- -

-(

substituting (4) in (5):

f:

8/A0 -- - - - --- --- --- -- --- -- - - - - -( 6 )

$ E

dividing (3) by (5):
E8

fe

r

_

sthplifying (7):

r
lt
fc

=

e3

et

------ - -- ____ -----------------

Therefore, percentage initial load retained In the
concrete at any tine "t", is equal to percentage initial

strain retained in the steel bars at time "t".

All

curves in this grou»

o1

then, were plotted direct-

tests,

ly troni SR-4 steel strain data.

Figures 14, 15 and 16 are plots of information as
follows:
Figure 14 - a plot of Load helaxation
vs.

Time for specimens A-1 through A-6.

Figure 15 - a plot of Load Relaxation
vs.

Time for specimens

13*1

through B-6.

Figure 16 - a plot of Load Relaxation
Is.

Time for specimens L-1, L-2, L-3,
s-1, S-2, and
4.
The curves may easily be converted to give con-

crete deformation as a function of time.

it the steel

yoke deflection is neglected, change in concrete strain
at any tilas after initial load must equal stesi bar

Rough calculations tndicate that neglect of

strain.

yoke deflection will result in concrete deformatIons
5,

to l5

too large.

The larger error will occur at

high stress and short time.

Reduction of Testing Machine Data
The data in these tests were obtained directly

from the load dial and balance beam of the 30,000 pound
Olsen testing machine,

The information is plotted in

Figures 17

and.

18 as follows:

Figure 17 - sjeoimens A-7 and B-7; Load
Helaxat Ion
vs.

Time

Figure 18 - specimen M-1; Load Relaxation
vs.

Tine

deforziiatlon vs. time relationships, by assuming a reason-

able "E" value for the stressing hare of the machine, and

asswnin

that the head plate is Infinitely rigid.

No

ca1cu1atins have been attempted to allow for the error
Involved in this last assumption.

INTER1RETATION AND DISCUSSION OF R1SULTS
Evidence of Instrument Error
In Figure 14 it can be seen that relaxation curves

ror specimens a-4, A.5, and Â-6 form a close rarnlly, with
values far below those or their sister curves.
is true

of'

The same

the curves or specimens B-3 and B-5 in Figure

These five curves belong to the five specimens

No. 15.

that were

reloaded in early May 1957.

ifter the first

one hundred hours, the curves for these specimens are

very similar in shape to the curves for the other seven
REt'

and

'B

specimens.

But the short-time creep of these

un-reloaded specimens appears to be much greater (a1rost
twice as

ret)

as that of bhe reloaded specimens,

unloading, it was round that the

Upon

zero" gage readings of

thes6 five specimens disagreed with their earlier "zero"
gage readings by as much as 100 to 200 micro-inches per
inch.

This cannot be explained by any action of the

units while loading or under load.

It can only be

explained by operator error or by some physical change

having occurred in the analyser bridge in the

tixne

between the April and May loadings.
Although the curves of these five specimens are
in error, they lmve been included.

In spite of their

Inaccuracy, the manner In which they lie within their own

families is ueetul evidence for many of the oonelusion8
which f oilow
Sexisltivity of

SR4

Gages and analyser 3ystem

The smallest division on the dial of the Baldwin

Strain Analyser Is one micro-inch per Inch strain,

Al-

though readins may be obtained by Interpolation to

one-tenth of a micro-inch per inch, this degree of pre
cision was not justifiable for the following reasons:
(1)

Gage readings sonietirnes changed as much as

five micro-inches per inch as the analyser stabilized.
(2)

Body capacitance of the operator could

effect a two or three microinch per inch change in gage
reading; though on occasion it would seem to have no

effect.
(3)

A variation of terminals on the switching

box could cause as much as twenty micro-inches per inch
variation in gage reading.

tbor this reason, a given

gage lead was always led to the same terminal throughout
the test).

Maimer of placement of the gage lead in its

terminal had little effect on gage reading (never more
than 0.5 micro-inches per inch).

}elatively large strain increments occurred in the
time intervals between gage reaci.ings; so it was not

deem8d noessary to parsue greater precision.
Shape of ie1aation Curves
deferral to any of the sets of relaxation curves
(Fies, 14 through 18) will show the curves of all mixes
of both aggregates to be similar in shape.

At first the

specimen is subject to a very rapid stress loss.

The

rate of stress loss decreases with time, and there is no

reason to expect that given sufficient time, stress loss
will not cease entirely.

This would be in aocord with

either the Seepage or Viscous Theories,

Effectof

Vaz'iableo:

Mix

The writer was rather suxj.rised at first to find

that creep of test specimens, series

At'

and 1B", varied

inversely with their rEspective ultimate strengths (see
1igs. 14, 15, 17).
a

This is not cuite so surprising after

study of the coniparative mix data (Table No. 1).

weaker
tJ3fl

'B".

¡aix,

The

has a water-cement ratio only 3/4 that of

and a cement factor almost 2O

richer than that of

These two factors, low water-certient ratio

and.

rich

mix, are normally associated with a low creep (refer back,

Chapter II, Section 1).
Lxix "M"

has a water-cement ratio only 2/3 as great

as "A" and only 1/2 as great as

'B" ,

The oement factors
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ot the three mixes are comparable

(Table No. 1).

By

coin-

parison of fiçure8 )7 and 18, it can be seen th& mlx
exhibits

a

superior resist&noe to erGep, relative to the

two other iaixes.

This superior resistance might not ail

be due to low water-cement ratio, but
to the large amount of natural sand
ial x

'J3

Effect

'M"

aay bo due in

part

agregate included in

u,

cl

Variabies:

Magnitude of Initiai Load

Lorinan and Shank concluded that rate of creep Is

directly proportional to sustained load, at least at
stresses well below ultimato (15, p. 1084 and 26, p. 493).

ReferrIng to the curves of figures 14 and 15, in
the time interval between initial load and 200 hours, it
13 soon that the more highly stressed specimens are

creepIng at the greater rate, In any one family of curves.
However, sometime between 200 and 500 hours after initial
loading, the relaxation curves of the

sacre

lowly stressed

specimens cross the curvos of their higher stressed

relatives.

This would indiate that,

ter th

hundred hours, rate of stress fall-off in

tile

first few
less loaded

specimens exceeds tha rut3 of stress fall-off In the more
highly loaded specimens.

This is in direct contradiction

to the conciusions of Lorraan and Shank.
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First, it must be remembered that Lorinan and Shanc

were concern3d with creep strain, not stress re1eas
to creep strain.

crete

ïustainin

decrease.

í

Secondly,

In the steel bars is

release.

they were referring to con-

constant load, not

pointed out

ifl

due

load allowed to

Chapter III, stress release

linear function or their strain

train release in the bars Is di rectly depend.

ent upon the creep strain in the concrete.

concluious of Lorman and Shank

arca

Then,

valid, th

11'

the

creep

strain in a concrete prism at any time should be proper-

tional to the stress remaining in the steel bars of it
unit.

The relaxation curves

all specimens of any one

f'or

mix should be identical, irrespective of initial stress.
This is not found to be the case.
It is th

writer's opinion that the behavior of

the curves indicates that creep is most largely duo to

expulsion of colloidally adsorbed water.

L specimen of

high Initial load must force cut more water than a
specimen of low initial load if they are both to lose
the sante percentage of prestress.

increasingly difficult to
remains.

eel

But this water becomes

as less and less

of it

The writer believes this to be a satisfactory

explanation of the crossing of the curves in Figs. 14 and
l3.

The short time variation may well be due to plastic

flow eqerjenced in the concrete under very high loadings.

Bu11n&

E1'fect

The A-7 strain gages affi:ed to the oonrete

initially 1ncì1cited
in

a

to the release or

shortening oT the pris2

tni1e

r1sxiis

correspond-

strain In the steel bars.

After approximately 4OO hours, however, the A-7 gages on
all the prisias indicated a reyersai of strain In the con-

crete (i1g. 19 is a plot of concrete strain as reported
by the A-7 gages on a typical specinien).

At the saue time

the A-1 sages on the ste]. bars showed a marked dro» in
the rate of steel stress release (see Iigs. 14 and 15).

Jfter 4000 hours under load, the A-7's continued to
indicate an tnreasing positive strain in the concrete.
When this phenomenon was first observed, the writer

proposed that this seeming paradox of shortening steel
and

1enghening concrete

the concrete.

is due to a 9bu3.ging eftect* jr

That is, the

ioissor's Effect

in the

concrete is so great that the external surface of the

specimen actually lengthens, though the specimen shortens
as a whole.

The A-7 gages are reporting this surface

1enthening.
This argument is strengthened if we consider the
maniter in which Lite Rock concrete fails under conipres-

si on.

Concrete under compressive loading normally rails
in shear--indicated by th

familiar cup-cone fracture.
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The slender 2" x 2' i 18" Lite Rock specimens, howevei',

failed along two

utua11y perpendicular planes that 11e

longitudinally within th
12

pecixaen (Fig.

20).

The 6" i

test cylinders also evidence this type of fracture,

although ultimate failure in the stouter spec1iens la
apjiarent1y due to $hear,

The failure

through the Lite Rock aggregate.

p1nes run directly

The se unusual plane3

of fracture suggest that the aggregate particles

jected to high transverse stress, and failure Is

least in part, to bulging.

re subdues

at

short column of Lucite Is

known to faLL similarly under compression.
In hopes or obtaining, some information on

"2oi8)on's Effect" in Lite hock, four serles A-1 electric

ata1n gages were placed transversely
about its midpoint.

with the other "L
described.

on specimen L-1,

This specimen was placed under load
an

""

specimens as previously
"±

olason's Ratlot

of 0.88 at midpoint at initial loading.

Subsequontly,

The specimen eihlbited a

the cross-sectional area at midpoint rapidly diminished,

until at 1500 hours it is 0.01% less than the specimen

cross-section just prior to loading (Fig. 21).
This decreasing area is easily explained by con-

sidering shrinkage strains, but it contradicts the

hypothesized 'bu1ging effect't.

The parado

positive longitudinal strain In th

oi;

apparent

concrete coincident

with negative strain in the stressing steel remains un-

explained.

Stress Loss in Lite

Rock Compared

to Stone Concrete

glance at Table No. 4 or i'ig. 16 will show that
after approximately 1500 hours of loading, the t'Lt Lite
Rock specimens exhibit, on the average, 2O% more stress
loss than the specimens of natural stone aonerete, mix
fl59
This Occurs under identical loading conãitions and
essentially the sanie stress level for the specimens of
A

each nix.

It
ity

wouli be luí orznative to see

why

this superior-

of stone concrete might be expected.

strength of a natural stone concrete
strength of cement paste. Best evidence

The maximui

la limited

by

of this

is the

crete.

The cement

manner of

failure of this type of

con-

paste fails around the surfaces of

the individual aggregate particles, leaving. the particies for the most part unfractured, The maximwia strength
of a Lite Rock concrete is limited by the low strength
of the aggregate. ì'ailure of Lite Rock concrete Involves
failure of Individual aggregate particles (see Figs, 2
aggregate acts only as a

filler

m.sterial
and actually detracts from the strength of the concrete
in proportion to its use.
and 20).

The

TABLE NO. 4

-

1480 Hours

Percentage Initial Load Retained

in Specimens of Comparable Initial Load

Age

Specimen

@Loading

Initial
toad

Initial Load
% Ultimate

% Load Retained
1480 Hours

A-])

72 days

2630 psi

50.5

65.5

B-]

72

2420

44.3

66.0

B2l

72

2310

41.7

62.5

L-1

42

2650

42.3

52.8

L-2

42

2930

46.2

536

L-3

42

2730

43.6

50.0

s-1

39

2620

37.8

65.0

S-2

39

2310

33.3

66.7

S-4

39

1900

274

59.7

i

Specimens reloaded after 360 hours0
C-

C-
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Due to the abov6,
a

a Lite Rock concrete will contain

higher peroGntage of cernent paste than will a stone

concr8te

of'

equal strength, all other factors oenstant.

Davis and other proponents of Seepage Theory aeree that
creep is priniarily a phenonienon ot th3 oement paste
alone, and increased percentages of cement paste will re-

suit in an increase of creep (5, p. 322).

This conclu-

sion seems berne out by the curvos of Fig. 16.

lthouh

the writer

lics

no corroborating data, it

is reasonable to assume that the difference in modulus

of elasticity of mixes

primarily to

a

'L" and i'S"

(Table No. 2) is due

like difference in the two aggregate

types, 1.0e that Young's Modulus for Lite Rock is sub-

stantially lower than the modulus for natural stone.

If

this is true, than this too may contribute to the

difference in creep resistance of the two mixes.

within the cenient paste will cause

a

Creep

transfer of stress

from cement to aggregate (recall discussion of creep
theory in Chapter II).

The transferred stress induces

a now and additional elastic deformation of the aggregate

particles.

An aggregate of lower modulus of elasticity

will deform to

a

larger extent than one of higher zìodulus.

This delayed elastic deformation of the aggregate will

appear to the observer as additional creep.

It is pro-

pOsßd that a relatively low modulus of elasticity for
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Lite

ook would be a eontributinf

cause or lower creep

resistance.
If the

3eepage Theory of creep Is accepted, the

higher absorption ability of Lite Rock aggreûte (25, p.
23-25) would a]j.ow easier liberation ot colloldally
Vllthout a',greate absorptIon,

adsorbed water.

the

).ihereted water must either be expelled through the sur-

Lace 01

the concrete or mechanically in the vOid8 of the

cernent paste.

With an absorbant aggregate, water

iiay

also

be liberated to the aggregate voids, effecting an increase

in rate o1 creep.

Lite Rock is highly porous and of very low density

when compared to stone aggregate.

If aggregate particles

are subject to plastic flow under working loads, it would

not be unreasonable to think that Lite Rook would exhibit
this effect to a greater extent than the natural agregate.

This last statement is made without supporting evidence
but in hope of arousing the interest of future investi-

gators.
If reference is again made to Fig. 16, it can be

seen that the curves

of

the "L" and "S" specimens are

still diverging at 1500 hours,
the curves,
to 3O

Mentally extrapolating

an eventual divergence on the order of 25%

iuight be

expected.

Shr ink age
At no tinte has an attempt been niado to

separate the

errects ot shrinkage ftom those of creep, The writer
holds that they are 1neprab1e in concrete uiider load.
Oertainly shrinkage or unloaded concrete may be deteriulued and is of definite niaCnitude for a given concrete.
However, the writer contends that 1oadin the concrete
nierely Increases the pressure gradient responsible for
wu *er loss,
Irregardless, the effects of creep and
shrinkage on prestress loss aro Indistinguishable, and
nothing is lost by considering them together.

preference of the Seepage Theory

Reterrthg to any oÍ the load relaxation curves
(Figs, 14., 15, 16, 17, and 1), it Is seen that there
were instances where the specimens actually picked up
load momentarily. These load Increases r,enerally
occurred during prolonged periods of wet weather, i.e.
periods of high humidity.. MoMillan also reports this

sensitivity to

hwnidiby (19, p. 252).

in water mechanically held in the concrete at noriial
temperatures. Only chemical reaction due to increased
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humidity or actual adsorption of water in the cement gel
could induce an internal positive pressure.

This is one

more item of evidence supporting the Seepage Theory.
In the section discussing the

À" and

'B'

speci-

men curves, it was poiited out that variation in relaxatlon curves with decree of loading could be readily ex-

jlained rrom the standpoint of $eepage Theory.
Three of the four possible causes of divergence of
the "L" and

S" relaxation curves require acceptance of

eit1er the Seepage Theory or the Viscous Theory (refer

back to section "Stress loss in Lite Rock compared to
stone concrete",

Potalin

this chapter).

all evidence, the writer concludes that

seepage of colloidally adsorbed water la a contributing

factor in the creop of Lite Rock and other oonorees
and that it is probably the major cause.

CHPT1R VI
CONCLUSIONS
The following swnniary of conclusions is offered:
1,

Rate and extent of creep in the Lite ROCk con-

oretes tested vtriss directly with the water-cement ratto
of the nax and with its richness
2.

(cement factor).

Creep in the Lite Rock concretes is not dir-

ectly proportional to load.

àfter the first few hundred

hours, creep rate is lower under the higher loadings.
3.

tress loss in the Lite Rock concretes occurs

in the same manner as that in natural stone concretes.

Rate of stress loss is at first very

with time.

higtì,

but decreases

The concrete appears to be approaching an

equilibrium, after which no further stress loss will
o e our,

4e

Lite Rock concrete of mix

L" is subject to a

total stress loss on the order of 25% to 30% greater than
that of natural stone concrete of mix "3".
5.

The greater extent of creep in mix "L" as

three factors listed below:
a)

A Lite Rock concrete must contain more
cement paste than a stone concrete of
ejual strength (all other conditions

constant).
b)

Lite Rock aggregate of mix "L" most prob-

ably ethihits

a

substantially lower

modulus of elasticity than does the stone
aggregate used in mix
o)

S".

Lite Rock acgren;ate is capable of higher

absorption by volume than the conventional aggregate of mix "S",
6.

Seepage of colloidally adsorbed water ta the

major cause contributing to the creep of the mixes
tea ted
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Figure 1,

Figure 2.

"Lite Rock" aggregate

(1 actual size).

Cross section of "Lite Rock" concrete.
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specimen in

Figure 3.

uB?

Figure 4.

"L" specimen

test unit.

in test unit.

FIgure 5.

A-1 gages mounted to measure Poisson's Effect.

Figure 6,

CappIng specimen.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Specimen in 30,000 lb. Ol8en testing machine.

Loading mechanism of Olsen testing machine.

Figure 9.

Switching unit and strain analyser.

Figur. 10.

Schematic of Strain G*ge Ni.nnb.ring System

PLAJ VIEW OF TEST UNIT
(BACK)
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SPECIM1N L-2

(Page One)

Gase ìos1tion
(See Fig.
J
i
2
:3

4

i
2
3

4

Gage Reading
(Micro-Inches)

04-125
05-950
04-995
04-980

Initial Load

04-nO
05-940
04-980
04-965

4

04-110
05-935
04-975
04-960

1

04.-070

2

05-910
04-950
04-93 5

2
3

3
4.

1
2
3

4
1
2
3

4

Readings

'tZerot'

I

1

and Date

03-780
05-630
04-620
04-700

2
3

4

Tirae

2:00 p.M.

2:00 P.M.

1/31/58
7:30 P.M.
1/31/58

8:30 Á.M.
2/1/58

1:30 A.lvI.
2/2/58

04-070
05-910
04-950
04-930

10:30 F.M.
2/2/58

04-060
05-895
04-935
04-920

11:00 A.M.
2/5/58

(Page Two)

Gage Position

Gage ieading

i
2

O4-O4O

3

04-920
04-910

4.

i
2
3
4.

1
2
3

4
1
2

3

4
1
2
3

4

054$5

4:00 P.M.
2/10/58

04.015
05-865
04-900
04-895

4:00 f.M.
2/13/58

04-000
05-860
04-895
04-880

10:00 P.M.
2/19/58

03-970
05-840
04-860
04-870

2:00 P.M.
2/28/58

03-960

3

04-855

4.

04.-860

i
2

03-955
05-835
04-855
04-855

4

4:00
2/7/5e

04-035
05-880
04-915
04-905

1
2

3

Time and Date

05-81+0

11:00 A.M.
3/6/58

7:00 P.M.
3/13/58

(Page Three)

Gage Position
i
2
3

4
i
2
3

4

ag

eadin

Time and Date

03-945
05-815
04-835
04-840

11:00 Á.M,
4/2/58

03-945
05-815
04-835
04-840

8:00 P.M.
4/2/58

SAMk?LE

(3rn)

Elapsed T10
Unaer Load

Jours)
o

5.5
18.5
35.5
56.5
117
170
242
314

(2)
of
Avg.
Four

Gage Readings
(Micro-Inches)
5012
4998
4.995

4966
/965

GOILATION
(3)

Âvg.t'Zero"
Rea&uing
(ìdiero-Inoh s)

4682
1?

tt

',

4.952

n
"

/4.938

n

If933

n
"
"

4918

464

4908

684
825
1001
1473
1482

4885
4879
4875
4859
4859

SHEET, SPECIMEN L-2

n
n

()

(4)

Steel Strain
(2)

Mlflua

(3)

jMioro-Inohes)
330
316
313
284
283
270
256
251
236
226
203
197
193
177

177

fo

Steel Strain Retained
Concrete )tresb
Retained
3

100
95.7
94.8
86.0
85.7
81.8
77.5
76.0
71.5
68.4
61.5
59.6
58.5
53.6
53.6

84

COMPUTATION OP INITIAL $TxESS FOR SPECIMEN

L2

Initial load In Test Unit
=

Initial Steel Strain (in/in.) x Total Steel Area
(sq.in.) x Young's Liodu1s of steel (16 s/scj.in.)

: (.000330)

(1.20)

(29,600,000)

* 11,700 lbs.

Initial Stress in Concrete
-

Initial load in test unit (lbs.)
oss-sectional area of concrete (sq.in.J

= 2,930

lbs,
sq.in.

